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She is a member of the Elite Dog Club and first appeared on Page 3 of Penthouse in December 1995. The
magazine published her first photo spread on 17 October 1998 and her first video in November 1999.She

is known by her professional names Andy Timai, Lady Jenny and Andy Private. She has appeared in
nearly 100 adult videos and has worked with such performers as Dara Ross, Lora Ivy, Nicole, Sammie
Rhodes, and Sara Morra. She was one of the first women to venture outside of the United States for

hardcore scenes. Angeline, better known as Andrea Timai, is a Hungarian Pornstar &. She was born on
April 25, 1974 in Budapest, Hungary. She appeared on the cover of the German magazine Hot In Berlin as

#8 of the top twenty hottest women in Europe. Picked up by a guy who knew her, she did a hardcore
video called My Kinky Name is Transgendered. She is the girlfriend of famed porn star Jamie Gillis who
stars in the gay-oriented BDSM website Mansex and hard sex video series Club Sin. She entered into a

short-term, underground marriage with David Blaine in October 2002. Angeline, better known as Andrea
Timai, is a Hungarian Pornstar &. She was born on April 25, 1974 in Budapest, Hungary. She appeared on
the cover of the German magazine Hot In Berlin as #8 of the top twenty hottest women in Europe. Picked
up by a guy who knew her, she did a hardcore video called My Kinky Name is Transgendered. Angeline,
better known as Andrea Timai, is a Hungarian Pornstar &. She was born on April 25, 1974 in Budapest,

Hungary. She appeared on the cover of the German magazine Hot In Berlin as #8 of the top twenty
hottest women in Europe. Picked up by a guy who knew her, she did a hardcore video called My Kinky

Name is Transgendered.
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Since their first collaboration
in 2001, the German actress
and independent producer
Andrea Timai has become

well known for her sex films.
Andrea Timai Videos;.
Andrea Timai Videos

Xhamster. And each year,
the Festival of Czech Adult
Entertainment hosts the

largest fisting competition in
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the world! The competition
is always a nail-biting affair,
with the top models, among
all previous years' winners,
battling it out to take the

title of top fisting performer
in the World. The fisting

awards are a popular event,
as fisting recipients receive

a lifetime achievement
award, and become a

permanent part of the top
fisting titles in the World!
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Xhamster. Andrea Timai
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a lifetime achievement
award, and become a

permanent part of the top
fisting titles in the World!

Andrea Timai Videos
Xhamster. That ass - andrea

timai - great! Looking for
anal creampie porn where.
Watch andrea timai sex.

Girl/Girl/Fantasy Hard anal
fisting. Heidi and Kevin and

Andrea Timai on Set. Ive
also Been With Melissa. For

your pleasure, you ll find
Andrea Timai news.. Andrea
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Timai, and a handful of her
scenes have been released

on the hard-core quality
DVD titles, King

Kong/Bangra CumDogs.
According to her former

husband, Santa, Andrea was
born in Nottingham.
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